1] **TV INPUT SOURCE SELECT**
Changes video input on TV if remote is programmed with a TV infrared code.

2] **TV/AUX POWER/STANDBY**
Powers on or off the TV.

3] **COLOR NAVIGATION**
- RED: Accesses recorded and scheduled shows
- GREEN: Access All Shows
- YELLOW: Access Live TV
- BLUE: Access All Movies

4] **A BUTTON**
Accesses replay of shows on current channel.

5] **DVR FUNCTIONS**
Pauses/plays, fast-forwards/rewinds, stops, and records shows and movies.

6] **APPS**
Accesses all apps on the TV.

7] **NAVIGATION AND OK**
Navigates through the TV Now platform. Press OK to make a selection.

8] **BACK**
Returns to the previous menu or state within current app.
From live video, this key opens the Main Menu.

9] **VOLUME UP/DOWN**

10] **CHANNEL SELECT/TEXT**
Enter channel numbers in the GUIDE or full screen video. Also used to manual text entry.

11] **INFORMATION**
Accesses program information and starts recording.

12] **SEARCH**
Searches for programs using microphone voice search, text-field, or quick search.

13] **INFRA-RED WINDOW**
Communicates with TV and Amigo box.

14] **MICROPHONE**
Recognizes voice commands for voice search.

15] **STB POWER/STANDBY**
Switches STB power on or into standby or off mode.

16] **B BUTTON**
Launches menu of recently accessed programs and channels.

17] **C BUTTON**
Displays settings.

18] **CHANNEL GUIDE**

19] **HOME**
Launches Android TV main menu, including access to apps.

20] **GOOGLE ASSISTANT**
Launches voice-based Google Assistant search.

21] **CHANNEL UP/DOWN**

22] **MUTE**

23] **SUBTITLES/CLOSED CAPTIONS**

24] **LAST CHANNEL RECALL**

25] **LOW BATTERY WARNING LIGHT**

*Some remote features may not be available.*